WHAT IS ANIMAL HEALING?
Healing is the same as
reiki it uses the same
energy transfer
principles! It’s basically
the same thing!
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Do you believe in it?

No

No

Yes

Now I get it!

No

Do you know
what reiki is?

There are two parts of the body that help an animal heal itself the
sympathetic system and the. One runs parasympathetic system the stress
and fight and flight and the other relaxes the body. When an animal goes
to sleep it give the body time to heal itself and the parasympathetic system
can take over and help heal the body, letting the body rest and relax giving
more energy and time for the body to heal itself another name for healing
it relaxation techniques. We help the animal relax and sleep, which help
abused or nervous animals trust but also helps the animal give the body
time and opportunity to heal itself.

Yes
Ok here some other scenarios to help you understand what is going on with the
dog when I heal it?





It’s like having a relaxing massage or spa day
It’s like having a relaxing snooze
It’s like meditation
It’s like coming from a warm relaxing bath with bubbles relaxing music and
candle light with no outside noised or problem to disturb you

Ok so picture this?:….
Just imagine the coming out of a relaxing spa day or a lovely warm bath with
bubble relaxing music and all your favoured relaxation and “me” time treats
wrapped in the biggest warmest fluffiest towels and sitting in a warm hot room
with relaxing dimmed lights. Their nothing to go to or to disturb you, you could
have been in that bath for ages you could sit there in you towel for ages and you
feel warm and fresh and health and happy. No worries and all your problems
physical and mentally are gone for now!
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Now I get it!
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